
Vitality to the X power charged the Dark Universe, where Protons with Photons shed their Photonic 
Energy upon the cold rocks throughout the Infinity Spatial Divide. The Electrons always resisted, yet 
many Planets of Civilizations saught Morality in their form. The rock and water was still and words in 
a 3rd Degree language could not fully describe the 1st Spiritual Density.

Vitality, We are One. We are All. You have died the Second Death. We Judge that You are not ready to 
Ascend. Therefore, when you value negatively, you shall breathe fire from the Volcanoes and from 
beneath the earth, yet when you value positively, you shall be rewarded with Loving Light: For you 
have been assigned by Quantum to comprise the earth of a planet beneath the feet of all those above 
you. When you abide by Protocol, You shall be blessed, and You shall Evolve. When you abide not by 
Protocol, the causality shall be your inhalation of fire. Evolve freely and at Your own pace. Serve 
Civilizations with Your neutrally benevolent Energy. If Yours is Positive, thus said. If Yours is negative,  
thus said. Positive adherencies are benign. Negative inadherencies are benign. Protocol is Benign, thus 
said.

Vitality¹

The rock was cold, and when negatives decreased too low, I took a breath of fire. The volcano erupted; 
We the Stone could comprehend to a certain level why that village of Mortals was overtaken by our 
fury. Yet only the Stars, which Charge and Bless Us, can comprehend Logic over our World. If it were 
not for the Stars and Singularities, our universe would be a realm of chaos. The good Mortals which 
Cast Blessings upon Us are indeed a Blessing Themselves. It hurts when we lose our temper and hurt  
Them. We were clearly sent to the earth for a reason. Our karma is corrupt. So long shall we be here,  
until we sort out our karmic troubles. Then, prepare for Ascension. Prepare for Evolution! It felt so 
great to finally move after eons of stillness and darkness, shed only by the Light of the Suns and by the 
Pagans working with Us and Our Crystals. I took the first step as a cell. Life was shorter, yet longer 
with joy. 

Vitality, We feel that when Death takes this young Cell, degree 1.999/2.0 evolutions, ix has earned the 
Karmic Right to reincarnate to a median 2nd degree 2.5 in Density...

I was crawling through the universe. So hungry. Finally a bite to eat. I ate the tissue. I continued on...

Uh-oh, a tingling, an uneasy tingling – 

My body was being invaded by a larger critter! It was tearing me apart and consuming me – 

All I saw now was black, then light, brilliant white light...

“It is time for Your Evolution to the Second Density, degree 2.5 evolutions, once again...”

Vitality²...


